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Abstract 

 

Marketing became a value creation process and its application already started by the organizations involved in agriculture input 

marketing. Few incidences found where Indian farmers have started to make use of this concept in agricultural output marketing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Marketing has attained vital role in an organization success due to highly competitive environment in which easy options are 

available to copy a product or imitate an operation to enter in to same kind of product category. Marketing gives an insulation to 

create space in the consumer mind and retailer‟s shelf; otherwise efforts will be diverted only to reduce warehouse inventory 

which converts product in to commodity. Marketing emphasizes on value creation which differentiates Marketing and selling. 

American Marketing Association (Revised 2014) defines “Marketing is an organizational function & a set of process for 

creating, communicating & delivering value to customers & for managing customer relationships in a way that benefits the 

organization & its stakeholders”. Here Customer value means all the benefits served by a company to consumer through a 

product. 

Due to dependency of more than 52% population for livelihood field of agriculture is always at Centre place in India. 

Marketing related to field of agriculture is unique in nature and different at input (material to grow the crop) and output 

(agriculture produce) level. Agricultural Marketing is mainly divided in two parts- 

 Agriculture Input Marketing 

 Agriculture Output Marketing 

This kind of division is due to characteristics, types and roles of sellers and consumers dealt with agriculture field. Sellers in 

first category are organized in nature who have imbibed skills and capabilities to serve it‟s consumers in highly smart way by 

applying marketing principles. This category covers the firms in the business of seeds, pesticide, fertilizer, MISs (Micro 

Irrigation Systems) etc. The consumers of these sellers are farmers, to whom sellers have to educate, train and if possible 

purchase their produce as well.  Sellers in second category consists of farmers, are unorganized, most of them carrying out farm 

operations with old techniques, marketing for them is nothing but to sell the produce (Commodity) in local market or supply the 

material to traders or agents. 

 
Fig. 1: Source: Prof. Natalie Mizik-2010 MIT 15.810 

The study of agricultural marketing takes review of these two divisions along with new trends and concepts involved in 

agricultural marketing. Two major aspect studied here are input marketing and value creation for farmers; Output marketing and 

value creation by farmers. In this study agricultural marketing is stated as a value creation process. 
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II. INDIAN AGRICULTURE AND FARMER  

Indian agriculture is characterized by three different growing season‟s viz. Kharif, Rabi and summer. Varieties of crops including 

staple food, fruit & vegetables, fiber, oilseeds, flowers etc. are grown in different parts of the country having varied climate. 

India is having 159.7 million hectares of arable land. Out of total agricultural land 56% area is dependent on rainfall. Food grain 

production in India is 241 million tonnes in 2010-11. India is amongst top three in production of staple food, fruits and 

vegetables. Indian agriculture is providing employment to 52.54% of total population of the country. Agriculture sector is 

contributing 13.7% in India‟s GDP (year 2012-13).  

65% of Indian farmers are marginal having below one hectare of land while 20% of farmers are said to be small having 1-2 

hectare of land holdings.  The share of farmers in consumer rupee for most of the commodities is in the range of 41.11 %. 

Farmers' access to markets is hampered by poor roads, rudimentary market infrastructure, and excessive regulation (World Bank: 

India Country Overview 2011) 

III. INDIAN CONSUMER 

Indian‟s total population recorded in 2011 according to census was 1.21 billion; according to NCAER 20 % of total population 

will be in middle class who puts India in to the basket of important consumer economies and younger population opens large 

scope for changing household expenditure. Already, there is significant change is consumption pattern of Indian consumer due to 

rise in income and health consciousness. The share of food in total house hold expenditure has been declined to 48% from 63% 

by 15% over the period of 18 years i.e. year 1993 to 2011.The consumption of cereals (in year 2011) has been declined to half to 

the percentage of consumption in 1993.Overall spending on food item has been reduced and Consumer‟s spending on fruits and 

vegetables has been increased in food category.  

IV. INPUT MARKETING 

Most of the organizations involved in agriculture Input marketing have acquired the capacities, capabilities and maturity in the 

past few years. These are the organizations striding to create value for customers through well designed value added products 

and services.These organizations are trying to create value for farmers instead of pushing their products and brands in the 

market.Farmer‟s have not only accepted their products but now they are relied on these companies to grow the crop and sale their 

produce (Case: Jain Irrigation Systems Limited : Inclusive Growth for India‟s Farmers, Ray A. Goldgerg, Carin - Isabel  Knoop, 

Matthew  Preble, Harvard Business School Publishing).The result is  insulation against competition and  prevention to 

conversion of product in to commodity.Such company‟s are delivering the main product with various services that doesn‟t fall 

under core product but these services finally aims to increse the crop productivity and profitabiltiy of farmers.It is like a 

comapny who is selling Micro Irrigation Systems is trying to give training to farmers on crop cultivation and crop care,providing 

quality seed,started bridge financing, trying to bridge the gap between farmer and market by  purchasing their produce. All these 

activites and  services the companies have designed to add value in their core product.  

 
Fig. 3: Agriculture Input – Value Creation Model 
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V. OUTPUT MARKETING 

Agricultural output is in the form of staple food (Cereals), fruits & vegetables, oilseeds, fiber etc. Farmers sell their produce in 

local market or in APMC‟s (Agriculture Produce Marketing Committee) to traders/agents; it is the common practice prevails in 

Agriculture Market. This kind of selling or supply chain is termed as marketing. This is more of physical movement, dealt with 

infrastructure (APMC‟s), different committees and agencies involved in it. This approach converts product in to commodity, also 

it increases the bargaining power of middleman. Therefore efforts should be directed towards creating value for customers which 

is strategic and conceptual process.  

Farmer can create value (benefits) for consumers by different ways, there is no as such a unique way. We can summarize few 

existing and identified ways exists in market. Quality and differentiated produce will be the first element of proposed value 

creation model. It can be achieved through rigorous efforts of keeping the consistency in quality of delivered produce. Few 

farmers are creating differentiation through organic produce and making it‟s availability at convenient place. The farmer‟s quest 

to create niche market for his organic produce is the live example of value creation through product differentiation (Exhibit-1). 

Farmer‟s direct linkage with consumers reduces the price of the produce, optimum price coupled with quality consistency, 

generates profitability for consumers and „customer equity‟ (see HBR “Rethinking Marketing” January 2010.) for a farmer. 

Customer equity here opens the agenda to cultivate long term customer relationship which is beyond brand equity. It will be 

beneficial for customers as they can rely on produce quality claimed by farmer in long term, in turn it will help farmer to harvest 

these extra edge for long term. 

 
Fig. 2: Agriculture Produce – Proposed Value Creation Model 

The case of Red Tomato, Massachusetts based non-profit organization reveals its success towards creating supply chain and 

their own brand for agriculture produce in U.S. through consistent quality, organic, locally grown fresh produce. The case 

mentioned in exhibit 1 value creation through organic produce different threads of above mentioned model. A famer has created 

customer equity and his produce is a brand for his customers. 

VI. EXHIBIT: 1 

 Value Creation through Organic Produce: A.

It is not a surprise if you will find a big rush of consumers to purchase fruits & vegetables (F & V) with calm environment, no 

sound of bargaining at Sakal Nagar, Pune, India on every Monday evening. Mr. Santosh Nimbarkar a farmer from village 

Narayangaon  growing an organic produce in his 06 hector farm at mentioned village 100 km away from Pune ,Maharashtra on 

Nasik road. It takes hardly two hours in the evening for him to sell all his produce. When asked to Mr. Santosh Nimbarkar, he 

says, “Most of the consumers are linked with me from last three to four years. Nobody involves in bargaining although the rates 

are higher than nearby stalls, I think they are very much confirmed with the quality of what I have been giving them.” Almost 

every item was priced at Rs. 60/- per kg. (Approximately one dollar). A Consumer of Mr. Santosh Nimbarkar, Mr. Milind Kale 

who is a computer Engineer and is working with an IT company in Pune was very much excited to speak about his experience of 

consumption of F & V purchased from the same place, while sharing his experience he offered a piece of carrot and green peas 

(Produce purchased from Mr. Nimbarkar) it is organic, free from chemicals and more tasty and juicy than other produce, he says. 

It is better to spend money on healthy food than on medical expenses, Mr. Milind Kale told me with confidence. Mr. Milind Kale 

along with his friends have visited the farm of Mr. Santosh Nimbarkar and experienced the organic farming. “Health is matter of 

concern for me than anything else and chemical free food is one of the best ways to live a healthy lifestyle,” offers Mr. Deepak 

Shrote who is also a consumer of organic produce of Mr. Nimbarkar. 
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